
Advantages

Your clients can add new participants, reducing 
your administration costs.

Plan participants can view their payment status,
coverage, dependents and other data.  They can
self enroll, freeing your staff for other work.

CSPWeb runs on your server so your data is
always under your control.

There are no “per participant” fees that limit your
ability to compete. 

Security

CSPWeb was built using the latest Open Web
Application Security Project (OWASP) standards.
Requirements designed to minimize the risk that 
your data will be compromised. While a certain 
amount of risk is inherent in any internet exchange
of data CSPWeb includes all currently available
safeguards.

Automatic logging of all access activity is main-
tained, providing a complete record of who, when
and what was done during log in.

An “adverse events” log is always available to 
advise of any unusual activity.

Log in retry attempts are limited.

User log in requires a 4-11 character User ID and
a 4-11 character password.  Users can change 
their own passwords.

Administrator can limit user abilities to specific 
client and actions within that client.

Easy To Use

Special care was taken to make the web
interface as simple and easy as possible.
It was “user tested” to assure that almost
anyone can complete all functions with a
minimum of instruction.

All functions are available from a single
navigation panel.

All pages are layed out with the same
“look and feel”.

Where special formats are required a
sample is displayed.

Wizards are used for functions such as
adding a new participant.

When a mistake is made the user gets
a simple error message.

User Help screens can be customized 
for specific situations.

Easy To Set Up

CSPWeb is the fastest route to get your
clients to the cloud.  Setup is completed
using an install that automatically does
most of the configuration - just provide 
the location of the components.

CSPWeb can be completely operational
within hours.  Our expert support staff
can guide you through the process step
by step.

Learn More

To find out more please contact our sales
staff at 800 523 8047.  

Call us to schedule a webex demo.

Benefit Plan Systems Corporation
Suite 161 / 16 Technology Drive
Irvine / CA 92618 / www.bencorp.com

Real time internet access for your clients,
brokers, participants and other authorized
parties.  

It’s complete - providing all functions - without
additional charges for each component.


